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Situation Update 

 Over one million people are anticipated to be moving 

within Afghanistan and across borders in 2016. This 

includes newly displaced and newly returning Afghans, 

many of whom will require humanitarian assistance. The 

United Nations has launched a Flash Appeal to meet 

immediate needs. 

 Nangarhar province, particularly the Torkham border 

crossing, is the heaviest transit point for Afghan 

returnees, and where United Nations agencies (UNHCR, 

IOM, WFP, UNICEF) have scaled up the humanitarian 

response.  

 According to OCHA, 162,186 undocumented returnees 

and 207,236 registered refugees have returned to 

Afghanistan from Pakistan so far in 2016. According to 

Inter-Agency Trends Analysis, by the end of 2016, there 

will be a total of 908,000 returnees: 535,000 documented 

and 373,000 undocumented. Anticipated numbers for 

2017 are similar.  

WFP Response 

 Through the EMOP, WFP has already reached 38,836 

undocumented returnees, 17,255 new IDPs and 

31,126 refugees in Khost and Paktika with food 

assistance. In total, WFP has served 87,294 vulnerable 

people.  

 WFP is employing trusted corporate systems to respond 

to the crisis:  

 The SCOPE beneficiary and transfer management 

platform has been introduced as part of the response. 

SCOPE helps WFP understand who the beneficiaries 

are, their real needs, to provide appropriate and 

tailored assistance. In preparation for implementation, 

In Numbers 

1 million people anticipated to be on the 

move by Dec 2016, comprising:  

400,000 undocumented returnees  

220,000 refugee returnees 

400,000 internally displaced  

750,000 people in need of food assistance 

and livelihood support under the food security 

and agriculture cluster  

Photo: WFP rub halls sheltering government registrars and 

returnees at the Torkham border. WFP/Brian Gray 

Highlights 
 The scale of undocumented and documented returnees 

crossing Afghanistan’s eastern border has remained level, 

at around 300 households per day.  

 WFP’s emergency operation (EMOP) serves undocumented 

and documented returnees, internally displaced people 

(IDPs) and refugees with a blend of cash and food support, 

supplemented with nutrition support. The EMOP has been 

open for contributions since 15 October.  

 Compounding the crisis, recent outbreaks in conflict in 

Kunduz city have created a fresh IDP crisis, with as many 

as 59,360 people displaced.  
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SCOPE training for WFP staff and partners is 

taking place through late October, employing 

the use of laptops, card printers and 

fingerprint readers. Biometric registration will 

begin early November at the Torkham border.  

 mVAM: WFP is piloting the use of remote data 

collection, through mobile VAM (mVAM), used 

to connect with local stakeholders, monitor 

local food market conditions, to ensure that 

markets are able to support WFP's cash 

assistance programme - and that programmes 

are adjusted based on evolving market 

conditions (transfer value, or potentially 

switching to another transfer modality). 

 WFP conducted a market feasibility 

assessment in 13 districts of three provinces 

in which the returnees are expected to settle 

(Kabul, Laghman and Kunar). Findings will be 

presented in early November 2016. 

 An IPC Acute Food Insecurity Situation 

Overview, found that Nangarhar had one of 

the highest amounts of people found to be in 

the crisis (Phase 3/Orange) or emergency 

(Phase 4/Red) food security categories. As a 

result of the returnee influx, Nangarhar is 

burdened with over 70 percent of the returnee 

population. 

Food and Nutrition Assistance  

 WFP is providing life-saving food assistance 

through general food distributions and cash-based 

transfers (CBT) to 163,000 undocumented 

returnees, 200,000 documented returnees, 

150,000 new IDPs, and 35,000 refugees from 

Pakistan for 9 months. Blanket supplementary 

feeding programmes (BSFP) will be provided to 

children under two years from undocumented 

returnee households while targeted supplementary 

feeding programmes in 6 districts of Nangarhar 

province will be reinforced to be able to respond to 

increased cases of malnutrition from the new 

arrivals.  

 In-kind distributions are planned for the first and 

second month of the EMOP, with a switch to cash 

for the returnees – where appropriate – being 

considered for the third distribution.  

 Supply Chain 

 Six Rubb halls (see front page photo) were 

erected at the border to facilitate the arrival of the 

returnees: two were installed at the Transit Centre 

while four were set up at the zero point, Torkham 

border.  

 As of 9 October, some 71.6 MT of mixed food 

commodities (enough for 600 families) were 

dispatched to the Torkham border. 

 

Clusters and Common Services 

Food Security and Agriculture Cluster  

 In addition to the response described above, the 

cluster is also working to ensure that:  

 Livestock asset protection activities throughout 

the winter and peak lean seasons for those 

returning with animals. This will help to ensure 

basic food and nutrition security and enhance 

income of targeted families; 

 Basic tools and inputs during October and 

November to those returning to their places of 

origin to ensure their food security and reduce 

the risk of further migration.  

 

Nutrition Cluster  

 

 Activities carried out under the cluster include: 

 Vitamin A supplementation and deworming; 

 Mid-Upper Arm Circumference screening; 

 Infant and Young Child Feeding counselling to 

pregnant women and nursing mothers.  

 UN Humanitarian Air Service 

 An increase in the frequency of flights and 

passengers to Jalalabad is being considered, as 

well as the possibility of creating a new 

destination, closer to the Torkham border, which 

would reduce road travel time.  

Contributions 

 Generous contributions have so far been 

confirmed from the governments of Belgium and 

Italy. Other donors have pledged funds for the 

coming weeks and months.  

Contacts 

 WFP Country Director Mick Lorentzen  

 Emergency Coordinator Brian Gray  

 Information Management Joanna Purcell  
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Media Digest 

 Going Mobile in Afghanistan—This month, WFP’s 

mVAM colleagues published an article about the 

rollout of the monitoring system to respond to the 

crisis: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“For humanitarian agencies like WFP, moving around 

Afghanistan is often difficult due to security restrictions and 

remoteness. This means we often have trouble directly 

contacting the returnees and IDPs we are helping, and 

getting information on the security or market situation in 

areas where they are settling. 

But this is changing: mobile technologies now allow us to 

collect information remotely, not only from beneficiaries 

themselves, but also from members of the community such 

as tribal elders or shopkeepers. We are now preparing to use 

mVAM to reach people throughout Afghanistan – an approach 

that WFP already uses in nearly 30 countries.” 

To read more go to mvam.org  

 

 

 Afghan exodus from Pakistan could be 

‘catastrophic’ without urgent aid—At the 

beginning of October, the Guardian shone a light on 

the humanitarian impact of the returnee crisis, and 

the need for urgent support before the winter 

months set in. WFP’s Deputy Country Director was 

quoted:  

“Angelline Rudakubana, deputy country director in 

Afghanistan for the World Food Programme (WFP), said the 

agency needs an immediate infusion of $66m (£58m) to 

enable it to take advantage of a month-long window to get 

supplies into position before temperatures plunge and snow 

starts to fall in the unforgiving mountains that straddle the 

border with Pakistan. 

“If the donors don’t step up, then there’s going to be a 

humanitarian crisis in the border districts of Pakistan and 

Afghanistan,” Rudakubana said. “If we don’t respond now, it’s 

going to be catastrophic.” 

 Afghanistan: Italy gives WFP 800,000 euros to 

assist refugees and the internally displaced—

Finally, Italy, as one of the first donors to the 

operation, made a public announcement of support 

to WFP. 

“Thanks to the Italian contribution, WFP will be able to 

provide economic and nutritional support as well as foodstuff 

to approx. 548,000 people, of which 363,000 are "returnees", 

150,000 are internally displaced (IDPs) and 35,000 are 

refugees coming from Pakistan. A support in money and kind, 

which will be handled accordingly as to the way the situation 

on the ground evolves, will also take into consideration the 

specific criticalities caused by the presence of numerous 

refugees who have no ID or who have no refugee status.” 
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